Name
Class Period
Date

Category
Key

Color

Label Accuracy/
Map Structure (x2)
Neatness

Spelling/
Capitalization

Total Points =

Scale Map Rubric – Social Science

4
3
2
1
Key is easy to find
Key is on the map,
Key is missing a
Key is missing or
because it is titled
but it may be
title or box, in
lacks many
and contained
missing a title or
addition to one or
symbols.
within a box. It
box. It contains a
two symbols or the
contains a complete
complete set of
compass.
set of symbols,
symbols, including
including a compass
a compass rose.
rose.
Color and shading
Color and shading
Color and shading
Color and shading
are always
are usually
are varied but it is
are not done or it is
consistent in
consistent in
adequate for
inadequate for
demonstrating
demonstrating
demonstrating
demonstrating
information on the
information on the
information.
information.
map.
map.
At least 90% of the 89-80% of the items 79-70% of the items
Less than 70% of
items are labeled
are labeled and
are labeled and
the items are
and located in a
located in a logical
located in a logical
labeled and located
logical location.
location.
location.
in a logical location.
All straight lines are All straight lines are Most straight lines
Many lines,
ruler-drawn, all
ruler-drawn, most
are ruler-drawn,
corrections of
errors have been
errors have been
most errors have
errors, and/or
neatly corrected
neatly corrected
been neatly
wording is not
without whiteout,
without whiteout,
corrected, and most
neatly done.
and all wording is
and most wording is
wording is easy to
easy to read.
easy to read.
read.
100-95% of the
94-85% of the
84-75% of the
Less than 75% of
words on the map
words on the map
words on the map
the words on the
are spelled and
are spelled and
are spelled and
map are spelled and
capitalized correctly. capitalized correctly. capitalized correctly. capitalized correctly.
/24 points
24

